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Year Group News 

Year 6 Well done to Year 6 this week who have 
had an assessment week and have demonstrated the 
excellent progress they have made so far this year. 
We are looking forward to seeing them after a well 
earned break where, in Maths, we will continue with 
our algebra learning including how to use substitution 
to solve algebraic expressions. In English, we will 
begin to study Malorie Blackmanôs novel óPig Heart 
Boyô which will be related to our topic óBlood Heartô. 
 
 

Year 5 It has been a busy term in Year 5!  The  
children have dealt maturely with our Time Traveller  
topic and are now fully informed about how their 
bodies will change over time. The Move and Learn 
sessions have linked nicely to this topic, as the  
children have learnt about how to keep themselves 
healthy.  We look forward to our next topic entitled 
óAllotmentô.  In Maths, we have been converting  
improper fractions to mixed number fractions and 
vice versa. Once again, this has required the ability 
to recall multiplication and division facts quickly.  
Please continue to support your child learning their 
times tables during the term break. The children have 
also brought home details about a poetry  
competition, which they can work on next week.   
Finally, remember that we will be going swimming at 
the Life Centre next term and payment and consent 
forms are due by Monday 9th March.      
 

Year 4 We have learnt lots about the digestive  
system this term and are now experts on keeping our 
teeth healthy! We have also spent two weeks  
exploring fractions and will continue this block in 
Term 4 when we will be adding and subtracting  
fractions with the same denominator as well as taking 
away parts from a whole number. In English, we are 
going to be taken on a voyage into distant lands to 
learn all about fantasy writing.  The pupils will  
immerse themselves within a quest story (alongside a 
few dwarves and orcs) and familiarise themselves 
with the features that make fantasy story telling so 
exciting.  We will enjoy a model story and understand 
its characters, settings and plotlines in preparation 
for writing our own fantasy quest in the coming 
weeks!  Alongside this, we will be moving on to our 
Geography topic 'Misty Mountain Sierra' where 
we will be exploring various mountain ranges and 
their features.  We will be developing our orienteering 
skills in our games sessions and looking at some of 
the world's tallest mountains using Google Earth.  Are 
you ready to join us on our journey?  

Year 2 Next term, Year 2 are very excited to 
start their new topic of Beachcombers. They 
will be sorting and classifying rockpool crea-
tures, learning their names and habitats. They 
will also be designing and making their own 
fantasy rockpool creatures and making 3D 
seagulls that will fly. In Maths we will be 
learning about division and relating that to 
multiplication facts. In English we will be  
writing riddles about rockpool creatures. Have 
a great half term.  
 

Year 1 After the term break, our new topic will 
be óBeachcombersô. We will be thinking about 
the treasures that can be found at the beach  
including sea creatures and plant life. We will be 
planning a trip to Wembury Beach and hopefully 
getting together with the Wembury Rangers to 
discover what lives in the rock pools there! In 
Maths, we will be counting forwards and  
backwards in tens and ones within 50 and we 
will be thinking about one more and one less of  
numbers within that same 0-50 range. In our 
English sessions, we will be reading and writing 
tongue twisters and riddles linked to the beach 
and seaside. We hope you all have an enjoyable 
week off and please keep practising your  
reading, spelling and phonics.  

Reception As we return after the half term break, we will continue with our exploration of ' Mr 
Wolf's Pancakes'. The children will be involved in making and tasting pancakes with their own choice 
of topping based on this week's taste tests. They will then write simple instructions for how to make 
pancakes using the vocabulary of time- First, Next, Then etc. We will build on our exploration of 
Spring in terms of what the season may bring and what signs we can look out for. We will also be 
practising a range of songs which make us smile. Have a great break everyone. 

Next weekôs virtue iséé. 

Fairness 
Treating people in a way that does not 
favor some over others.   

Year 3 We have thoroughly enjoyed all of our 
learning on volcanoes and have been very  
impressed with the superb homework that some 
children have completed - thank you for your  
support with this.  Next term our topic will be 
Scrumdiddlyumptious and we will be looking at a 
range of foods and their origins.  We will have a 
number of opportunities to complete cooking activi-
ties which we are all looking forward to.  Our text 
for next term will be Charlie and the Chocolate  
Factory by Roald Dahl and this will form the basis 
for our English learning.  We will complete our 
learning linked to money within Maths and then 
move on to statistics.  
 




